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About This Game

IN THE 70 DESOLATE YEARS since the horrifying murders chronicled in The 7th Guest, the town of Harley has been
ominously silent.

Only when journalist Robin Morales vanishes while investigating the rotting abandoned mansion of the legendary toy maker
Henry Stauf, do events resurrect a malignant past.

AS ROBIN'S COLLEAGUE and lover, Carl Denning, you come to the ravaged estate to find her. What you uncover in its
decaying chambers embroils the entire town in a deadly legacy of madness.

WEAVING A FEATURE-LENGTH, powerfully graphic video through The 11th Hour: The Sequel to The 7th Guest, the
renowned developers at Trilobyte have created the most cinematic challenge to date. A wide array of games, puzzles and quests

cleverly underscores the time-bending, contemporary adult mystery. only the deepest horrors of the mind could spread such
terror in the night.

FEATURES

Fully Explore over twenty-two beautifully-rendered rooms with faster, smoother 3-D graphics than ever before.

Participate in a suspenseful interactive drama directed by David Wheeler, written by The 7th Guest author, Matthew
Costello, featuring first-rate actors and a new musical score by The Fat Man.
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Solve three CD's worth of diverse and perilous challenges.

Get on-screen hints instantly with the GameBook, No backtracking necessary.

Watch high quality, full motion video without any additional hardware required.

EVERY MOMENT is riddled with intrigue. Three mysterious women are your only guides. Will you find Robin and unearth
Stauf's fate at last? Or seal your own forever? It all must come together at The 11th Hour.
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Title: The 11th Hour
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Trilobyte Games
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 30 Nov, 1995

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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nice idea with a lot of potential. Currently it completely exacerbates the motion sickness problem you get with VR with
movement. Jet pack you can get used to, but the walking made me incredibly queasy.
Quite fun but needs more content (I know it's coming) and some way to overcome motion issues.. Don't buy it!!!
It's pure GARBAGE!!!
I got game for 9 cents and it's not worth it....game is dead, no players, graphic is very bad.. This is a good horror game with a
great atmosphere and a clear objective- escape the office and don't get killed by the monster.

I really enjoyed it and the only problem I would say I had was that I couldn't find the key-card in the toilets... but knowing me I
probably got it all wrong. XD

I made a video of the game in case you aren't sure about whether to get this or not. (You should. ;) )

https://youtu.be/Uio0RAN8IE0. It's a typical top-down shooter. It's actually quite challenging. The big difference here is that
you can't move. It's enjoyable for the first 10 minutes (or at least until you die). The rest of the trilogy (the 2 games) are more of
the same thing only with movability and/or more guns. Nothing more to write about. It's a fun and quick alternative if you are
looking to kill time.. An easy to understand concept that lends itself very well as a simple puzzle game, even a little bit of
learning thrown in for some obscure, useful words. No worries about running out of content either, thanks to the daily
challenges. My only complaint is I wish the dictionary were a bit more accepting. As another reviewer stated, achievements
would be a nice addition as well.

Gladly picked this up both on Steam and Android (iOS available too) as it's a nice puzzler at a great price.. Well 10€ would be
too much but for 2€ this game is okay. At least there is some replay value. I played it two times.
Only problem is that it feels like you can't really fail in this game.. What was in fact the main drawback of the last CoD? Of
course, maps - boring, gray and similar to each other. Needless to say that you got tired of running around this after a few
matches? Fortunately, at least for an additional fee, developers eliminate this misunderstanding. In this collection you will find
an abundance of positively diverse landscapes: the medieval Greek gardens, luxury arabian hotels and grim factories in half with
an expensive cottages on the beach. After a similar, post-apocalyptic landscapes from the original, collection of this seems a
breath of fresh air, and in combination does the impossible - forcing again to play in the seemingly bothered game ever.. it is a
fun game it will porbably be better if more people had it
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i think this is♥♥♥♥♥. Great relaxing game. Very imaginative and thought provoking narrative. Amazing artwork and style.
Just as good as Sunless Sea or better. Good value.. Game is unplayable & runs like trash. Was an amazing game (on the original
console) back in the day but now... now it can't even handle people using the Main Menu without auto-terminating itself when
using Steam. Don't buy, save your money & your time. Love this game so much. Hoping for a sequel.. It is a fun and addictive
arcade game in its purest form. Collect as much energy as possible without dying. The controls are slick and the entire game
factors in momentum and some physics. You don't have weapons by default. But you can use power ups to atatck bandit ships,
and lead them in to hazards. The game costs less than one US dollar and its a lot of fun. It has that "one more try" factor..
Unplayable on a Macbook Pro running macOS Sierra. Start buttons aren't detected and game won't go full screen. Super
disappointed.. Quite like it.It's a bit different from the game actually used,but still recommend for those who enjoy the game
and the original musics.

Each musics have their own style and their own attractments.For me,the Dance Party and the Pier really catch most of my
attention.The Pyramid is the one surprised me.I don't like this map much but the bmg is great,also stylish.

So,get this DLC and enjoy it.. *_* So much EXP *_* Drowning in EXP *_*
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